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Is Stress Good For Us?

All of us, irrespec�ve of our age, gender, 
profession and loca�on, have heard about, 
understood and gone through stress - o�en 
in a nega�ve connota�on. But, is that all 
there is to stress? Is there more that we 
have failed to understand and appreciate? 
Is stress always bad? Is some of it good?

Before we get our answers to all these ques�ons, let’s first understand 
stress. There are many defini�ons of stress. World Health Organisa�on 
defines stress as any type of change that causes physical, emo�onal or 
psychological strain. It’s our body's response to anything that requires 
a�en�on or ac�on. All of us experience stress to a certain degree. 
The way we respond to stress, makes a big difference to our well-being. 
In this editorial, I am a�emp�ng to understand if there’s a posi�ve 
impact of stress. Let’s first understand types of stress. Stress can be 
broadly categorised into Eustress and Distress. Eustress is positive 
stress while distress is negative. 

Eustress is the most common type of 
stress that we experience. What we 
experience when we stand in front of a 
crowd, when we answer an exam or when 
we ride a roller coaster can be 
categorised as eustress. Eustress doesn’t 
cause us any harm; it rather helps us 

I have often felt 
that we are better 
equipped to 
handle situations 
if we understand 
stress better.
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accomplish our tasks and achieve our 
goals. It’s some�mes considered to be a 
healthy method to train our brain to 
respond to stress. This kind of stress can 
push us to perform be�er. It mo�vates us 
and enhances our focus.
Distress on the other hand, can be short 
term or long term and, can be caused by 
events like loss of loved ones or anything 
that wears one out. These situa�ons can have a greater effect on our 
body and if not handled correctly, can cause long term nega�ve impact.
 
Long term exposure to stress can be harmful for us. Even if it is eustress 
that may lead to greater results. Doing this all the �me will not help us. 
Having said this, I have often felt that we are better equipped to 
handle situations if we understand them better. So, how does 
knowledge of eustress and distress help us? How can we use this to our 
advantage?

1. Understand the type of stress. Each �me you, your students, 
colleagues or people around you are going through a situa�on, 
understand if it’s helping you perform be�er or if it’s causing angst.

 
2. Have a productive approach towards the situation. Once you 

understand the type of stress, calmly think of your response.
  
3. Make a smarter choice. Your choice of response will determine the 

results. If you are sure you’re going through eustress, use it to your 
advantage to perform be�er. If you’re aware that you’re going 
through distress, have the courage to talk about it to a 
well-equipped professional who can help you overcome it. 
And believe me, even if you’re going through distress, overcoming 
it will bring a sense of euphoria that will increase your confidence.

  

Whatever the type of 
stress we feel, our 
response to it 
determines the 
resultant emotion of 
relief, victory or 
feeling dejected. 
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@rashmimfurtado
@rashmimfurtado
Rashmi Furtado

A natural writer, teacher and a passionate content creator, Rashmi has authored 
the Cu and Rio series and created the Keystones program on Values Education from 
Greycaps Knowledge Tribe. She is one of the founders of  TeacherTribe.world. She is 
a sought after speaker at educational conferences, facilitator programs and for 
motivational talks to students at schools across India. She holds a Master’s Degree 
from the prestigious NIT Suratkal where she also taught before joining Greycaps 
Knowledge Tribe. Rashmi is also a popular quiz host for schools, colleges and large 
corporate audiences. She has co-hosted the Tata Crucible quiz, Canara Bank 
National School Quiz, Travel Quest by Thomas Cook and QNOW it ALL? World 
Teachers Quiz.

Whatever the type of stress we feel, our response to it determines the 
resultant emotion of relief, victory or feeling dejected. We live in a day 
and age where everyone feels stressed but if we can understand it, we 
will be able to use it to our advantage. Enhancing our knowledge, 
sharing our emo�ons with loved ones, reaching out to the people in our 
lives, always trying to stay calm and responding to a situa�on instead of 
simply reac�ng are a few pointers that will help us live a peaceful life. 

Yours Positively!
Rashmi Furtado
Co-founder & Sr. Editor 
TeacherTribe.world
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The remarkable contribu�on teachers have made during the last two 
years indeed calls for a word of praise. I look back to my own days in the 
early seven�es, when I enjoyed walking to the school every morning. 
Teaching was a stress-free job and those who wanted to lead their life in 
a calm and quiet manner and with a certain passion joined this 
profession. It was a fondly sought-a�er job for women who had the 
ordeal of managing the family too. Over the years, with increasing 
commercialisa�on of educa�on ushering compe��on among schools, 
with unlimited consumerism promo�ng branding of schools with 
innumerable extracurricular ac�vi�es and focus on exemplary 
achievements with or without adequate competencies, this profession 
has gathered a lot of stress. In the current scenario, the types and the 
quantum of stress being faced by the teaching community is indeed a 
ma�er of emerging concern.

Ten Reasons Why Teachers 
Are Under Stress

G. Balasubramanian is a doyen of school education 
in India. He has held several positions of leadership 
at CBSE, including Director Academics. He was the 
brain behind the introduction of several innovations 
at CBSE, which included frontline curriculum, 
communicative approach to language teaching, 
Information Technology, alternatives to homework, 
etc. He is also an author, poet and a sought-after 
speaker at educational conferences world over. 
This article has been taken from
G. Balasubramanian’s LinkedIn Page. 

     G. BALASUBRAMANIAN
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Here are a few challenges faced by them:

1.  Overload of work 
 The amount of teaching periods allo�ed in several schools is 

anywhere between 80 to 90 percent of the total number of periods 
per week. This indeed is unmanageable for teachers if at all they 
must be crea�ve, innova�ve and interac�ve with the learners in the 
classroom. They are hardly le� with any �me to prepare for their 
classes in a befi�ng manner, especially with the increasing demand 
for interac�ve, experien�al classrooms with interven�onal 
assessment. They cannot emo�onally and intellectually sustain for 
the en�re period of their work �me. Further, this schedule saps their 
energy for effec�ve performance equitably over the en�re day. This 
is a significant cause of performance stress. There is a need to 
address the issue in a compassionate manner.

2.   The enormous size of classrooms 
 The size of the classrooms has 

been increasing decade a�er 
decade. In the seven�es, the size 
of the classroom moved to a 
maximum of forty students which 
was considered inappropriate. 
Now, one can easily see schools 
having classrooms beyond sixty, 
some of them spor�ng eighty to 
ninety students. The classrooms 
being totally unmanageable, 
teachers face a lot of emo�onal 
stress in dealing with all learners, 
especially with the demand for differen�ated learning. While all 
theories of brain sciences advocate the fact that each learner is 
unique and hence needs to be addressed independently, the 
numbers in classrooms in many schools are total an�thesis to a 
defini�on of an effec�ve classroom. While the performance of 

Though the parental 
expectations are 
reasonable keeping in 
view the social 
dynamics, the mismatch 
between their current 
objectives and the 
vision/mission of 
education puts the 
teachers under stress. 
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 the teachers could indeed become unacceptable, there is no one 
addressing to challenge the issue of the increasing classroom. With a 
huge financial constraint in running the schools, and in some cases 
edupreneurs with a complete business marke�ng strategy look for 
numbers in the classroom like the number of units of the products 
sold in a market. Op�misa�ons of the classroom strength is indeed a 
ma�er of concern.

3. The parental expectations 
 There has been a notable change in the a�tude of the parents about 

schooling in the last couple of decades. The parents are keen in 
ensuring the readiness of their wards to face all kinds of compe��on 
in the post-school level and hence consider the schools as 
preparatory pla�orms for the learners for this exercise. In this pursuit, 
the lo�y objec�ves of the process of educa�on are totally 
marginalised and the curricular objec�ves are redra�ed to suit the 
aspira�ons of the parents, lest the strength of the school may suffer. 
Though the parental expecta�ons are reasonable keeping in view the 
social dynamics, the mismatch between their current objec�ves and 
the vision/mission of educa�on puts the teachers under stress. 

 In trying to meet both the objec�ves, it indeed becomes a see-saw 
game for teachers to manage both the objec�ves. The schools are not 
able to deal with the misplaced objec�ves of parents in several cases. 
Parental expecta�ons on quality of teaching, quantum of teaching, 
tools of pedagogy, the tangible outcomes of their ward’s learning, 
their urge to highlight performance of their own wards before their 
peers puts an extremely high demand on the performance and 
delivery processes of teachers adding to their other stress.

4. Curricular dynamics 
 The changing curricular architecture is in a fast mode in the last few 

decades, thanks to the explosion of knowledge and its innumerable 
pathways impac�ng the classical modes of teaching-learning. 
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 With unlimited and some�mes irrelevant educa�onal inputs into the   
 markets, there is an extreme pressure on the teaching community to   
 stay current and relevant. With learners’ gate crashing into the 
domains of knowledge in an informal manner through search engines, 
the speed and the flow of knowledge in the classrooms is causing a 
psychological pressure on the teachers. The external pressure to 
complete the syllabi in each schedule blending with an en�re universe 
of knowledge opera�ng externally makes even the most competent 
and performing teachers with a latent stress. The frequent changes to 
the framework of knowledge with convergence and divergence 
happening concurrently and the demands for inter-disciplinary and 
mul�disciplinary approaches to its delivery systems are new concerns 
for the teachers to manage. Ques�ons rela�ng to relevance of 
teachers in the current situa�ons on social pla�orms are impac�ng 
the fraternity with a sense of self-doubt.

 5.  Changing trends in pedagogy
 The pedagogical tools and resources have been changing in a 

compe��ve, produc�ve society with many edupreneurs jus�fying 
their role as the architects of future learning. The frequent changes in 
content delivery conceived, ar�culated and presented by many 
publishers through their textual content curtails the freedom of 
prac�ces in the classrooms by the teachers instead of facilita�ng. 
Further the inter-school compe��on to showcase their pedagogies as 
superiors to others with adequate proof and some�mes with a simple 
stamp of an interna�onal logo, forces others to fall in line. Thus, 
superimposed pedagogical models disrupt the natural and classical 
models, however old they are. The need for individualisa�on of the 
curriculum, the need to address differen�ated pedagogy, the focus on 
experien�al and joyful learning, edifying pedagogies on a few social 
demands is sending alarm signals among teachers about their ability 
to cope and manage... 

…to con�nue reading, log on to teachertribe.world.
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Geetha Somanathan is a Postgraduate in English 
Language & Literature. She has more than 20 years 
of experience in the field of education. Geetha has 
served as a Senior English Faculty & HOD, 
Secondary Coordinator and Administrator, AS/A 
Level (CIE) Coordinator & Exam Officer and Principal 
in various schools following national & international 
curriculum. 

Geetha Somanathan has evolved as a discerning leader and facilitator 
through consistent quality exposures to leadership and teacher 
development programs in India and abroad. She is serving as the 
Principal of Amara Jyothi Public School, Bengaluru. 

 What were the challenges faced by the school and 
teachers in the psychological rehabilitation of students, 
after returning to school after the pandemic?
Well, we were inundated with challenges! At the outset, the school 
infrastructure was to be regularly sani�sed wherein the defini�on of 
hygiene and cleanliness itself was refurbished. It was no longer restricted 
to keeping the campus neat and clean - we were face-to-face with the 
uphill task of going the extra mile to ‘sani�se’ the whole campus to keep 
the virus at bay. Impar�ng and reitera�ng meaningful lessons to children 
about washing hands regularly, the importance of wearing masks, social 
distancing, etc. was an intricate job to accomplish.  

Mental wellness was another difficult road to tread- the two-year hiatus 

Nurturing Learners for Life
Geetha Somanathan 
Principal, Amara Jyothi Public School
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had deep, nega�ve impacts on the psychological milieu of children. 
Increased screen �me, deteriora�ng social skills and heightened parental 
expecta�ons exposed children to challenging pastures. A number of 
co-constructed mechanisms were designed by the AJPS faculty members 
to combat this mental and psychological stress. Umpteen workshops, role 
plays, classroom ac�vi�es, outdoor ac�vi�es, icebreaking sessions helped 
the children profusely to combat these tes�ng �mes. 

  What were the challenges that the teachers faced 
to handle the pedagogy after teaching online for a while, 
and later moving to physical classes? What were the 
solutions taken up by the school to overcome 
this challenge? 

The learning gaps were massive due to the dis�nct absence of physical 
classes. Children were quite bere� of the basic skills of learning, wri�ng, 
presen�ng due to the incessant online classes devoid of physical 
interac�ons. We, as a school, have been front-runners of ‘Experien�al 
Learning’ - a concept which has always been very profound and inspiring; 
a�er all, it opens up new avenues of hands-on experience for students 
and bestows life-changing lessons. However, due to the pandemic, the 
aforemen�oned concept was missing in many ways. Community learning, 
group discussions, group projects could not be successfully done from 
home as the learning outcomes were not sa�sfactory. 

Well-conceived and synergised bridge courses were launched at the 
commencement of the academic session. These courses really aided the 
transi�on from online to offline mode of learning wherein the basic 
concepts, methodologies were reiterated and revised. Teachers went the 
extra mile to restore the earlier completed lessons and launched an array 
of remedial classes for children who were not able to cope up with the 
ongoing schedule. Focussing on fundamental concepts, hands-on 
learning/experien�al learning, role plays, workshops, morning assembly 
ac�vi�es, ac�vity-oriented learning - they all were pivotal in the journey 

2.   
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of overcoming day-to-day challenges with respect to the learning 
milestones. In hindsight, it has been a gra�fying experience to witness 
teaching members embracing innova�ve pedagogies and going out of 
the way to bridge these learning gaps staring at us.

        The schools, teachers and parents connected 
physically with each other, after a gap of close to two 
years. Have the parental expectations changed after 
this break? If yes, how is the school and the teachers 
handling this change?
Parental expecta�on 
metamorphosed, totally. 
Their expecta�ons became very 
high and children found it very 
difficult to cope up with them. 
Unfortunately, online classes 
really tampered with the �me 
management skills of a household. 
Once schools reopened, most of 
the parents-students struggled 
with reaching school on �me, 
expec�ng waivers from school in 
terms of laxity towards following 
strict �me schedules of the school. Parental expecta�ons from the 
faculty members saw an all-�me high too. They wished the learning 
gaps of two years to be covered in a month’s �me. Well, �me is the 
best teacher. Eventually, the parent community understood, 
comprehended the adverse �mes we all faced as a school. This was 
hugely possible on account of the parent-teacher mee�ngs, parent 
counselling sessions and parent orienta�on programmes that were 
consistently meandering the AJPS school campus.
 

3.   

A leadership that 
encourages an array of 
workshops, training, 
focus groups, learnings 
and best 
practices/industry 
exposure for its faculty 
members will always sail 
through rough weather. 
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          There are hybrid teaching models that have 
emerged, and are emerging, across the globe today. 
What kind of leadership will schools require to 
handle this?
I have been a prac��oner of 
‘Distribu�ve Leadership’ who 
believes in a culture of 
collabora�on and empowerment. 
As a pedagogical leader, I have 
constantly encouraged the AJPS 
faculty members to explore tools, 
technology and many new-age 
applica�ons corrobora�ng instruc�onal prac�ces and empowerment. 
A leadership that encourages an array of workshops, training, focus 
groups, learnings and best prac�ces/industry exposure for its faculty 
members will always sail through rough weather. A smooth transi�on 
between administering online and offline classes wherein the teaching 
community is abreast with the modali�es involved in the hybrid scheme 
of teaching certainly equips them with a different vantage point.
In these vola�le circumstances, a brisk switch over between offline and 
online classes, wherein a Plan B is always handy in case the Plan A gives 
way, is the golden key. Mastering the transi�on between physical and 
digital classes - with a backdrop of cohesion between the teacher, 
student and parent community will help us arrive at the harmonious 
contours of online and offline mode of teaching.

          The ‘National Education Policy 2020’ does not 
differentiate between curricular and co-curricular 
activities. In post COVID schools, how feasible do you 
think this change is? And, how can schools manage this 
change? 

4.   

5.   

 A lucid transition and 
switching to online 
mode/blended learning 
and vice-versa will be a 
true example of this 
path-breaking experience
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If keenly observed, there is a very thin line between curricular and 
co-curricular ac�vi�es. The reason is quite simple- irrespec�ve of the 
ac�vi�es aforemen�oned, the pla�orms of curricular and co-curricular 
are always merged in nature because in both of them learning is 
con�nuous and children are exposed to new concepts, idea�on and 
impressions. I think this is a welcome change with enormous feasibility. 
Schools should muster these two beau�ful concepts of inside and 
outside classroom learning equally- the aim and focus should always be 
to contribute to the larger student community wherein we create a 
harmony in the pursuit of academic as well as extracurricular 
engagements.

          Your message for teachers and educators…
“The illiterate of the 21st Century will not be those who cannot read and 
write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn.”- Alwin Toffler

I think the quote is highly reflec�ve and applicable in today’s �mes for  
teachers and educators. I exhort the aforemen�oned set of 
academicians to seamlessly adopt - learn, unlearn, relearn methods 
which focus on cri�cal thinking skills, thereby encouraging the learners 
to con�nually analyse, evaluate and ensure that the knowledge they 
have acquired is relevant and up to date. A lucid transi�on and 
switching to online mode/blended learning and vice-versa will be a true 
example of this path-breaking experience. Novel methodologies of 
learning and thinking out of the box while empowering each other as a 
striking team member, coupled with well-defined moral compass and 
value educa�on is indeed the game-changer. Most importantly, 
I encourage my contemporary teachers and educators to be ‘Learners 
for Life’ so that they are open to change, challenges and 
ever-expanding perspec�ves. 

6.   
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In today’s digital era, gadgets are a big part of our lives. As much as we 
acknowledge the benefits of gadgets in our work and daily lives, we also 
recognise that gadgets can distract us and disrupt our personal 
rela�onships with our children and family. Even when we are together as 
a family, we can be guilty of spending more �me on our gadgets than 
with each other.

It’s �me we think about how to find a balance — how to build healthy 
digital prac�ces and connect in meaningful ways so that we can enjoy 
strong rela�onships with our loved ones.

Once a year, on World Children’s Day (November 20, 2022), the 
ParentCircle encourages all families in India to observe #GadgetFreeHour 
between 7:30 pm and 8:30 pm. During this hour, they urge parents, 
children, and their families to switch off all gadgets and spend �me with 
each other – laughing, ea�ng, playing, cha�ng, and experiencing the joy 
of connec�on, free from the 
distrac�ons of TV and work.

About #GadgetFreeHour

To spread this awareness on the 
need to disconnect from gadgets 
and reconnect with our children 
and families, ParentCircle 
launched the #GadgetFreeHour 
campaign in 2019, urging families 
across India to switch off all 
gadgets and spend at least one 
hour with their children on 

Gadget Free Hour - Disconnect 
to Reconnect



Children’s Day. Over the last three years, this campaign has been a 
resounding success, reaching millions of people across our country. 
This year is the 4th edi�on of the #GadgetFreeHour campaign. 

The ParentCircle encourages parents to make #GadgetFreeHour a part of 
their daily or weekly rou�ne.

Why is it important?

According to Nalina Ramalakshmi, the Founder of ParentCircle, this 
campaign is important so that parents spend quality �me with their 
children on a regular basis, in order to help build their confidence and be 
successful in their studies, and in their other endeavours.
 
Nalina Ramalakshmi says, “Every child thrives in the presence of strong, 
posi�ve rela�onships, rela�onships in which they feel loved, safe and 
secure. Children need to know that they are surrounded by a circle of 
caring parents, family, friends and community. They need to know they 
ma�er, their voices ma�er.”

All it takes is three simple steps to L.E.T. our children know that they 
ma�er, that they are important, and that they are loved:

Listen  –  Taking the �me out to hear what our children have to say
Engage  –  Spending �me with our children, playing, cha�ng and doing   

things together
Trust  –  Being there to guide and support our children whenever they 

need us

And all this without any interrup�ons and distrac�ons, especially from 
our phones and other gadgets.
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Na�onal Curriculum Framework (NCF) for the founda�onal stage, for 
children between ages three to eight, has been launched by the 
Government of India. This is the first �me that the NCF has been prepared 
for the founda�onal stage and children aged three will be brought into 
the formal schooling system as proposed in the Na�onal Educa�on Policy 
2020 (NEP). Besides the curriculum for Early Childhood Care and 
Educa�on (ECCE), the first of the four NCFs in the making, the Educa�on 
Minister has also launched Balva�kas (pre-primary classes) at Kendriya 
Vidyalayas. Till date, the ECCE under the anganwadi system primarily 
focussed on nutri�on and health of a child, while in the private space the 
playschool system was unregulated. 

The most important aspect of the NEP has been the development of the 
na�onal curriculum for school, as it is futuris�c. According to the Union 
Educa�on Minister, the designing of the curriculum for the founda�onal 
stage is the most important aspect and a challenging one, as experts and 
scien�sts have proved that 85 percent of brain development happens by 
the age of seven or eight.

Education News
National Curriculum Framework (NCF) for 
the Foundational Stage Launched by the 

Government

Pic credit : NCERT
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The NCF 2022 has four sec�ons - the ‘Na�onal Curriculum Framework for 
School Educa�on’, the ‘Na�onal Curriculum Framework for Early 
Childhood Care and Educa�on’, the ‘Na�onal Curriculum Framework for 
Teacher Educa�on’ and the ‘Na�onal Curriculum Framework for Adult 
Educa�on’. Research from across the world on educa�on, neuroscience 
and economics demonstrates that ensuring free, accessible, high quality 
early childhood care and educa�on is perhaps the best investment that 
any country can make for its future.

Focussing on cogni�ve development and socio-emo�onal s�mula�on in 
the early years of a child, the new framework has listed the 'panchakosha' 
concept for educa�on of children between the age of three to eight 
years. Panchakosha is an ancient explica�on of the importance of the 
body-mind complex in human experience and understanding. 
This non-dichotomous approach to human development gives clear 
pathways and direc�on towards a more holis�c educa�on. The concept's 
five parts are physical development (sharirik vikas), development of life 
energy (pranik vikas), emo�onal and mental development (manasik 
vikas), intellectual development (bauddhik vikas) and spiritual 
development (chaitsik vikas). All these engagements aim to achieve the 
three developmental goals of maintaining good health and well-being, 
becoming effec�ve communicators, and becoming involved learners.

The NCERT and the educa�on ministry had ini�ated the process to 
develop the four NCFs in 2021 as part of the implementa�on of the 
NEP 2020.
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FIFA and Education Ministry sign Agreement 
For ‘Football For Schools’ Programme

Gianni Infan�no, FIFA president, has signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) with the union educa�on ministry and the AIFF to 
launch the ‘Football for Schools’ programme in India. 
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Pic credit : ETV Bharat

Credit : NDTV Education

Infan�no said that he wanted the best players in the world to come from 
India, and stated that India has the popula�on, the skills and the ability to 
unleash the poten�al. He also added that he was confident to see some 
fantas�c results in the future through the values of sports. 

FIFA will be inves�ng in educa�on and schools, as they believe that 
playing any sport is important at an early age. It teaches the values of 
many important things in life. Elabora�ng on the programme, Infan�no 
quoted that it is just not about teaching football, but also giving life 
lessons through the sport.  

According to the Indian Educa�on Minister, FIFA plans to reach out to 
700 million children worldwide, out of which 25 million are from India.



On a general note, mo�va�on, self or otherwise, is a force that drives us 
to undertake tasks and accomplish targets. Mo�va�on can be a 
self-driven one i.e. self-mo�va�on, or it can come from family and 
friends who encourage you to take up a task by their example, which in 
turn mo�vates you. It is a key life skill and very essen�al for 
self-development.

Author and psychologist Daniel Goleman iden�fied four elements vital 
for mo�va�on as:
 ● Personal drive to achieve, the desire to improve to meet certain 

standards
 ● Commitment to personal or organisa�onal goals

Motivation: Self or 
Otherwise

S. Indira Narayan is an educationist with more 
than 35 years of rich experience in the teaching 
field. She has held multiple portfolios. She has 
been associated with St. Ann’s High School, 
ICSE, ISC, Secunderabad, for over three decades, 
teaching English language and English literature 
for classes 10, 11 and 12. The last portfolio she 
held was as Academic Coordinator, St. Ann's 
High School, at Kompally Hyderabad, under the 
same management.

Indira Narayan has conducted numerous workshops for school teachers 
and continues to do so. She is also interested in writing and writes 
regularly on her blog - http://vinplaksha.wordpress.com/

     S. Indira Narayan  
     Educator 
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 ● Initiative which he defines as readiness to act on opportuni�es
 ● Optimism - the ability to keep going and pursue goals in the face of 

setbacks.

I would like to focus on self-mo�va�on, which I think is an important 
factor to be applied to anything we undertake and any profession we 
take up. It is not just an impera�ve skill required or limited to certain 
jobs, but carries all professions under its umbrella.

The profession I choose to write about 
is the teaching profession, more so 
teaching in schools. There may be 
some who may be wondering why or if 
school teachers have to be 
self-mo�vated. Yes, they have to! 
Many teachers limit their teaching to 
the textbook or to the syllabus afforded to them. That is expected and is 
not wrong either. So where does self-mo�va�on play a role?

A universally acknowledged fact is that, in the life of a student, he 
remembers his founda�on years at school and the lessons learnt and 
thereby the cap�on ‘Catch them young,’ and the much-used cliché 
‘mould them like a po�er moulds his pots.’ 

In the many teachers who have taught us through our school-going 
years we remember some very fondly and some not so well. Why? 
Of course, there may be some teachers we would like to forget! Why? 
The ones we remember with respect and love are always the ones who 
were fair, mo�va�ng and encouraging, apart from being good at 
teaching their subject.

Teaching is not something limited to the ma�er in the textbook which 
the student buys for the scholas�c year. Which means, by teaching and 
explaining a chapter or a lesson in class one cannot conclude that that is 

Being self-motivated 
means being sharp, 
since it is motivation 
that pushes us to 
achieve our goals.
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enough. I believe that if I have to teach ‘X’ por�on, I must prepare for 
the X+X, (maybe X+X+X) por�on and from there take �me to give some 
extra informa�on to my students. Preparing this way helps me to be 
able to answer an out of the box ques�on based on the lesson, which 
some intelligent and bright student might ask. Looking unsure about a 
query put by your pupil will pull down your image as a ‘teacher,’ in the 
true sense. For most students, their teachers have a fund of knowledge 
they can depend on.

It is with this in mind I say that 
teachers need to have 
self-development for which 
self-mo�va�on is the key 
instrument. Being self-mo�vated 
means being sharp, since it is 
mo�va�on that pushes us to 
achieve our goals. It makes us feel 
more sa�sfied with our work and 
also improves our overall quality.

In most jobs and careers, there is a career graph of growth and 
achievements; climbing up the ladder, as it were, to reach a higher and 
highest posi�on; synonymous with SUCCESS. What career graph would 
one find as a school teacher, you may ask. Maybe Head of the 
Department, Academic Head, etc. or perhaps becoming the Principal. 
But, for reaching there, a teacher must have what it takes; vast subject 
knowledge, ability to handle all kinds of students, get along with peer 
group teachers, knowledge and awareness of being able to assess the 
work and worth of teachers in your department as HoD, wide 
informa�on about academics per se, methodology and material 
handling by all teachers, as Academic Head and much more than all this 
as the Principal of the school.

Reading ar�cles on different aspects of teaching, a�ending mo�va�onal 

A teacher must have 
the drive from within to 
improve her/his 
standards not just for 
herself/himself but to 
be able to ‘motivate’ 
students to aspire 
greater heights. 
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lectures, gathering informa�on relevant to your job, being observant of 
student’s responses and lack of it in your class and working on how to 
raise the bar of knowledge both for self and for students can happen if 
the mind wills it…. self-mo�va�on.

As men�oned earlier, a teacher must have the drive from within to 
improve her/his standards not just for herself/himself but to be able to 
‘mo�vate’ students to aspire greater heights. Commi�ed teachers set 
goals, both personal and ins�tu�onal, moving forward in their personal 
life and consciously aware of the expecta�ons of the place where they 
work. Such people wait for opportuni�es to come their way and can also 
create them to move ahead. Armed with op�mism they become an 
example for their students to be self-mo�vated in turn. This skill can 
push children to work hard, gain knowledge and achieve their goals. 
This subject, self-mo�va�on is very vast and offers a large canvas to 
work on. More on this later…

Dear Teachers, allow self-mo�va�on to be your guide to bring 
excellence to the world through your students. Whenever I meet or 
learn that a student of mine is doing well in life, I deem it the best 
award and reward for me as a teacher. What do you feel? 



Hypothyroidism is a condi�on where the thyroid gland is unable to 
produce normal levels of the thyroid hormone. Doctors some�mes call it 
an ‘underac�ve thyroid’. It is a fairly common condi�on and is one of the 
most easy-to-manage condi�ons that I see in clinical prac�ce.

Hypothyroidism is commonly seen in women, individuals over the age of 
65 years and some�mes 
pa�ents who have coeliac 
disease and type I diabetes 
mellitus. Interes�ngly, 
individuals who smoke 
tobacco and consume 
alcohol in moderate 
amounts are associated 
with a lower risk of 
developing hypothyroidism.

Understanding Hypothyroidism 
A Patient Guide

      DR. VIVEK BALIGA
      Cardiologist and Consultant Physician
      

Dr. Vivek Baliga B. is a consultant physician 
and cardiologist, and director of Baliga 
Diagnostics in Bengaluru. He is a keen 
advocate of patient education and loves 
to blog about all things health related. 
Learn more about him at drvivekbaliga.com.  

Credit – Cleveland Clinic Health Essentials
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Is hypothyroidism hereditary?
Studies have found that hypothyroidism can be hereditary in up to 65% 
of pa�ents. This means that if someone in the family has got 
hypothyroidism, there is a 6 out of 10 chance of developing the 
condi�on. There are of course condi�ons where infants have 
hypothyroidism at birth, but I will not discuss this as it is not relevant to 
the current topic.

Types of hypothyroidism
There are different types of hypothyroidism. In primary 
hypothyroidism, the thyroid gland itself is unable to produce thyroid 
hormone. In secondary hypothyroidism, the brain fails to produce 
thyroid s�mula�ng hormone i.e. TSH. There are other forms of 
hypothyroidism such as tertiary hypothyroidism and peripheral 
hypothyroidism.

Symptoms of hypothyroidism
Most pa�ents who have hypothyroidism do not present any symptoms. 
It is o�en found on rou�ne clinical tes�ng and in most cases, requires 
close follow-up of the thyroid s�mula�ng hormone and free T4 levels. 
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That being said, the most common symptoms of hypothyroidism have 
been listed in the image.

As you can see, the symptoms are fairly not non-specific and it is difficult 
to tell just from someone having �redness or weight gain that they truly 
have hypothyroidism.

However, one must bear in mind that hypothyroidism that is not treated 
can affect most vital structures, par�cularly the cardiovascular system. 
An underac�ve thyroid gland has been associated with reduced heart 
func�on, breathlessness and a drop in blood pressure. Some individuals 
can develop injury to the heart and fluid accumula�on around the heart 
muscle as well.

Hypothyroidism also has effects on the metabolic aspect of the human 
body, meaning it increases total cholesterol levels as well as LDL levels. 
Serum homocysteine levels can also be elevated. It can also affect the 
nervous system leading to altera�on in taste, vision and hearing. Pa�ents 
who have very bad hypothyroidism can have hoarseness of voice and 
altera�on in hearing.

Impaired cogni�ve func�on, loss of memory and demen�a, depression 
and compression of nerves in various aspects of the body (for example, 
carpal tunnel syndrome) have also been described. Pa�ents may also 
develop cons�pa�on, anaemia, change in the texture of the skin, loss of 
eyebrows, hair loss, yellow discoloura�on of the hands and low sodium 
levels.

As you can see, it is not a condi�on to be ignored and must be treated 
appropriately.

What happens if hypothyroidism is not treated?
If the degree of hypothyroidism is mild, it can be managed with watchful 
wai�ng and close observa�on of the TSH and free T4 levels. However, in 
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pa�ents who have TSH levels above 10 mIU per litre, there has been an 
associa�on with weakening of the heart and a higher risk of cardiac 
problems, especially if pa�ents are undergoing procedures such as 
coronary angioplasty.

In some pa�ents in whom the TSH levels are extremely high and 
hypothyroidism remains untreated, a life-threatening condi�on called 
myxoedema coma may ensue.

Tests for hypothyroidism
It is fairly easy to diagnose hypothyroidism. A simple blood test 
checking TSH levels and free T4 levels is o�en sufficient. Rou�ne 
measurement of T3, T4 and freeT3 levels is not normally necessary. 
In pa�ents in whom hypothyroidism is suspected, the measurement of 
an�-thyroid peroxidase an�bodies is some�mes done to help confirm 
the diagnosis. A thyroid ultrasound scan may some�mes also be 
helpful.

Who should be screened for hypothyroidism?
The recommenda�ons from the American Thyroid Associa�on is that all 
individuals over the age of 35 years should get their thyroid func�on 
checked every five years. This is especially important for women. 
Individuals over the age of 60 years must have their thyroid func�on 
test done periodically as per the physician’s advice.

Individuals who have extremely high cholesterol levels, demen�a and a 
family history of hypothyroidism, and those individuals who take 
medica�on such as lithium, should also have their thyroid func�on test 
done from �me to �me.

Treatment of hypothyroidism
The primary treatment of hypothyroidism is supplementa�on...

…to con�nue reading, log on to teachertribe.world



Do you, at �mes, feel that you worry more about your students than 
your own kids? Even on your leisure days, do you spend more �me 
thinking about that one par�cular kid who needs more love and support? 
Does taking leave become more like a punishment because you brood 
over the thought - “What if the naughty ones fight?”?

In your oceanic teaching career, if you felt the above men�oned wave of 
emo�ons even once, then my dear teachers, you were never just a 
teacher, but a ‘Mother Teacher’.

Here is a li�le background story for the term ‘Mother Teacher’. A�er my 
gradua�on, I took a year’s gap to prepare for CAT. On a sunny June 
morning, my mother pestered me to learn a new skill or do or try 

Why I Call Teachers, 
‘Mother Teachers’

Afiya Riyaz is a science educator and trainer 
from Nagpur, Maharashtra, with 9 years of 
teaching experience. She has taught children 
from age groups 4 to 22 years, mostly teaching 
science & chemistry. She uses experiential 
learning to ingrain more confidence to ask how, 
why, when and bring ‘science’ out of textbooks 
into the minds of young learners.

Afiyaa is a currently a Developing Masters 
Solution Scholar at University of Nottingham, U.K., pursuing M.A. 
Educational Leadership & Management. She is also an Academy 
Member and Ambassador at HundrED.org.

     Afiya Riyaz 
Educator
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something new. The same 
a�ernoon, the universe conspired. 
I had to go pick up my neighbour’s 
4-year-old kid from her 
kindergarten. The school was very 
vibrant and full of life. Beau�ful 
li�le faces running towards their 
parents dragging their lunch 
baskets and adjus�ng their bags 
(bigger than those �ny tots) made 
me immediately approach the 
principal to ask if there was any 
vacancy. The principal’s posi�ve 
response prompted me to apply for the job the same day! It was an 
‘Aahaa!’ moment for me when I finally got the job, my first job! I did not 
realise it then, that this will alter the course of my career in the future, 
for the good! 

Ayaan Malik of KG II was a mischievous looking boy, yet very 
well-mannered at all �mes. During one of my busy days, when I was 
struggling to meet deadlines, Ayaan from the last row started calling out 
for me. I did not respond to it immediately, because as a teacher, you 
are used to only being called teacher, ma’am or miss. I realised he was 
addressing me, when Ayaan called again. He was calling me ‘Mummaa’. 
That moment, I stopped whatever I was doing, and looked at him. 
He realised that he had called me mummaa, apologised and corrected 
himself and said, “Sorry, teacher!” This changed things for me! Finally, 
I firmly decided to opt for a career in educa�on. I never gave my CAT 
exams and enrolled myself into a B.Ed course instead. 

So here we are! What is the true meaning of being a ‘mother teacher’ to 
around 35 kids? It is the joy in their long good morning wishes. It is 
making sure every kid in class has eaten their �ffin. It is seeing their 
faces beaming when they really understand the concept or enjoy the 

To all my fellow 
changemakers, you may 
not even realise it, but 
every step you take, 
every action of yours, 
every word you speak 
can make or break a 
child in the long run. 
You are the magician of 
your class.
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ac�vity, win a medal and come running to you. It is their not so innocent 
tears when they mess up or get pulled up. It is their excitement when 
you give them a games period instead of taking lessons. It is their 
handmade cards full of spelling errors made specially for you, the 
counselling sessions, the pat on their backs, your smile which make 
them feel loved and no�ced, and many more such memories which are 
created with every child you come across. All these do not make you 
just a teacher, but a Mother Teacher. Before I became a teacher, I had 
no idea that I could fit so many children in one heart. To all my fellow 
changemakers, you may not even realise it, but every step you take, 
every ac�on of yours, every word you speak can make or break a child in 
the long run. You are the magician of your class. What you can do with 
those brilliant minds, lies only in those 30 minutes of interac�on.

Being a Mother Teacher is a learning experience in itself. It makes you 
more open towards new encounters, more forge�ul about the past, to 
be present in the moment and dream about the future. Isn’t this what 
kids do? They make you a kid again. No ma�er the workload, syllabus 
deadlines, headaches, backaches you get in this profession. Do not give 
up. Someone else is looking forward to coming to school and learning 
from you.
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“The greatest mistake a man can ever make is to be 
afraid of making one.” - Elbert Hubbard

In my earlier ar�cle, I had spoken about why it is okay 
to say ‘I don’t know’ if we genuinely do not know answers to ques�ons 
and are ready to accept it. A discussion on that ar�cle led to a 
conversa�on with a few teachers on why it is some�mes okay to be 
wrong or agree to disagree, instead of arguing that our point of view is 
right. 

The following incident was men�oned to me by a friend. In a classroom, 
the GK class was discussing the tallest, largest and biggest things in the 
world. When it came to the topic of the largest cricket stadium in the 
world, the teacher men�oned that it was the ‘Melbourne Cricket 
Stadium’. There was hush hush in the class and students were discussing 
something amongst themselves. Though few of them knew that the 
largest stadium in the world was the Narendra Modi Stadium in India 
and not the Melbourne Stadium, no one commented. A�er the class, 
one of the students went to meet the teacher in the staff room and told 
her the correct answer and men�oned that the teacher had made an 
error in class. The teacher was very happy that the child had come to 
see her and pointed that out. She asked the student - “Why did you not 
correct me in class when I had erred?” The student replied, “I did not 
want the others to think you were wrong, ma’am.” The teacher, 
touched by the student’s concern and honesty, said, “Well, I point out 
all your mistakes in class. You should have done so too.”

      VARSHA PRASAD
      Editor, TeacherTribe.world

Why It Is Okay To Be Wrong 
Once In A While…
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In the next class, the teacher addressed everyone, “In my last class, 
I was wrong when I men�oned the largest cricket stadium in the world. 
One of you pointed it to me a�er class. Sorry for the mistake. I had not 
checked the updated informa�on. I will make sure I check my facts. In 
case I go wrong next �me, you can feel free to correct me in class.”

It is surprising how small things like 
this impress children in class. 
Children had least expected the 
teacher to come back to them and 
accept her mistake gracefully. But 
instances like these teach us that it 
is not hard to win children over in 
class.

For some reason or the other, most children are of the opinion that 
teachers are never wrong or that teachers do not like to be corrected, 
or teachers do not like to be interrupted in class. Gone are the days 
where the teaching was one-sided, where the teachers just spoke, and 
the students just listened. There was once a �me where children did not 
have the courage to counter their teachers, let alone interrupt them. 
That method definitely cannot work in the current situa�on. With 
informa�on available everywhere, it is not difficult for the students to 
learn and comprehend newer things. They need something else, apart 
from just informa�on from the teacher, to stay focussed and remain 
interested in class.

Accepting mistakes

The process of learning and upda�ng will definitely involve making 
mistakes and learning from them. But, accep�ng the mistakes is the first 
step towards be�erment. Some�mes, adults feel ashamed or insulted 
to accept their mistakes in front of children. But this gesture can be a 
gamechanger, where students will see teachers in a new light, as 

Most importantly, 
accepting our 
mistakes and 
correcting them is 
the best case of 
‘leading or teaching 
by example’.
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humble and most importantly, ‘human’. 

Paul Bear Bryant rightly says, “When you make a mistake, there are only 
three things you should ever do about it: admit it, learn from it and 
don’t repeat it.” By following these three things, a teacher will be seen 
with respect with both fellow teachers and students, they will be 
confident to learn new things and face new challenges and finally, they 
will be able to handle a classroom with all kinds of learners. 

How can owning our mistakes help?

Accep�ng one’s mistakes, learning from them, willing to learn new 
things, relearning the old, outdated stuff, etc. are very important in 
every person’s life; but more so in a teachers’ life. A teacher, interac�ng 
with children of various age groups and various backgrounds will 
understand that they will constantly need to upgrade their skills to 
stay relevant. 

Irrespec�ve of the profession, age 
or place, owning up our mistakes is 
the most gracious thing to do.
The greatest benefit we get out of 
this is that we free ourselves from 
our guilt. It makes us be�er people, 
giving us scope for improvement 
and development. 

In the recent �mes, where the classes were online, there were 
mul�tude of errors made by most teachers and educators while 
handling devices from home and while making presenta�ons. These 
errors might not be inten�onal or due to ignorance. These were just due 
to lack of familiarity and prac�ce on newer technologies and tools. 
But again, at the end of it, teachers did emerge as winners, managing 
everything online and learning something new at the same �me.

“Remember that life’s 
greatest lessons are 
learnt at the worst 
times and from the 
worst mistakes.”
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to celebrate the contributions of our teachers. She has played a vital role in 
creating many products, which ignite the curiosity of children, including the 
Global Awareness Program, also known as GAP in schools. 
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Most importantly, accep�ng our mistakes and correc�ng them is the best 
case of ‘leading or teaching by example’. By doing so, teachers set a 
great example for the students to follow the same. It builds confidence in 
students’ minds, to come out stronger a�er mistakes, take ownership for 
them and learn from them. A�er all, teachers are students’ biggest role 
models!

“Remember that life’s greatest lessons are learnt at the worst �mes and 
from the worst mistakes.”

Do you have any experiences like this to share with me? Share your 
thoughts with me at varsha@greycaps.com. 
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